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“When you look at the women who 
have represented Lancôme, their 

beauty penetrates to a deeper level, 
an emotional level, as opposed to 

just being about the façade.”  
Kate Winslet

a ceLeBratIon 
of joyfuL 

feMInInIty

Lancôme

“women’s favourite make-up product is mascara, which almost all of 

them use. yet, no one had really focused on the problem faced by almost 

all women: applying mascara easily, achieving the same result on each 

eye and reaching every single lash. sometimes, the simplest problems are 

the most difficult to resolve.” 

petitjean, believed that a french cosmetics brand must develop its own 

expertise, raising the science behind the products to the level of an 

artistic trade and built in the tradition of french luxury.  he succeeded in 

his vision, and today, the lancôme laboratories benefit from the work of 

some of the most high-tech advanced research teams in the world, whose 

achievements are recognised by the international scientific community, 

even beyond their applications in the cosmetics sector. without this 

science, innovations such as grandiôse and Visionnaire would not be 

possible. 

lehmann says that the driving force behind the house is to make a 

difference in women’s lives, and that to achieve these ideals, the house 

must continue to offer the greatest scientific innovations in the skincare 

field, ones that respond precisely to women’s daily concerns and take their 

environment into account. “In terms of make-up, we now have to compete 

Founder of Lancôme, Armand Petitjean, was an incredible 
visionary and an intrepid traveller who believed it 
was important to make contact with women in order 
to talk to and understand them. Eighty years later, the 
brand still draws its strength from this approach by  
con stantly anticipating women’s needs. Françoise 
Lehmann, Lancôme’s General Manager, says, “We do not 
follow trends for the sake of doing so: our objective is always 
to offer innovations that respond to very real expectations, 
not fantasies. For example, we can mention the recent 

launch of Grandiôse.”
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with new names from the backstage worlds of fashion houses. 

In this context, we want to give a stronger voice to our stylistic 

viewpoint of beauty, this effortless chic that is the exact opposite 

of trends and yet steeped in incredibly desirable modernity.” 

lehmann wants to make lancôme the most influential and 

coveted brand on the market, “the ultimate example of french 

femininity and excellence, a house you can count on. A brand 

offering luxury that doesn’t weigh you down, but rather elevates 

and lightens you.”

La Vie est Belle
In 2015, lancôme celebrates 80 wonderful years in the business. 

the theme of this remarkable anniversary is: “for 80 years, la vie 

est belle en lancôme,” and indeed, life is beautiful, with lancôme. 

this concept surpasses the context of the eponymous fragrance 

launched in 2012, instead, it is a real beauty philosophy, the 

source and fruit of a happiness that the brand wants us all to 

choose and embrace, like a guide for life that must be followed 

seriously.

lancôme sees the beauty in life translated through vibrant 

colours such as the legendary l’Absolu Rouge lipstick, or the 

hypnôse eye palettes, and in feminine fragrances, like trésor’s 

leather-infused peach-rose composition, and the wonderfully 

tasty iris of la Vie est Belle. It sees beauty in delicious sensations, 
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like those provided by skincare at the cutting edge of 

scientific innovation, skincare products that have become 

must-haves, like Advanced génifique and Absolue l’extrait 

and its sees beauty in exceptional know-how by which the 

house perpetuates a certain idea of french luxury.

the brand also finds beauty in their heritage, the inspiration 

for the design of the la vie est belle bottle, for example 

came from among the heritage objects imagined by Armand 

petitjean and designed by georges delhomme, an artist, 

a descendant of millet, a protégé of Renoir and a fine Arts 

school graduate. delhomme was the house’s incredible 

Artistic director for over 30 years and was responsible for the 

creation of some of the brand’s most beautiful bottles. 

lehman says, “these bottles could not be produced on a 

large scale with the techniques of the time. In addition, we 

are motivated by the original beauty vision that draws from 

the golden age of french arts and luxury. I am referring to 

the amazingly precious hand-painted cases that georges 

delhomme created, covered with french landscapes, or 

the advertisement for the first lancôme fragrances, which 

reproduced the embarkation for Cythera by watteau. this 

french aspect of our history is very important to us.” for 

decades the house has aligned itself with some of the most 

beautiful women in the world, not simply exquisite on the 

outside, but beautiful to their core. these ambassadresses 

radiate a beauty that is confident, distinctive and always 

free. they are women who leave their mark on their era, from 

Isabella Rosselini, the original epitome of lancôme femininity 

for generations of women up to the present day, or penélope 

Cruz, Kate winslet, Julia Roberts, lupita nyong’o, lily Collins 

and Alma Jodorowsky, who allow the brand to shine around 

the world. these are all women who are accessible, free, 

committed, and who cultivate their happiness as a way of 

life, seriously yet light-heartedly, and who are inspired and 

inspiring in equal measure. 

they embody the spirit of the brand, reflecting modern 

femininity and the vision defended by lancôme, which speaks 

to the legend of the french woman, one who enjoys her 

freedom, and refuses restrictions in terms of how she lives 

her life and embraces her beauty. this casual sophistication 

is extremely simple yet so very difficult to master: in short, 

it is about being natural. says lehmann, “yes, all lancôme 
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“The Lancôme woman is graceful 
and timeless, a beautiful and 

empowered women” Julia Roberts
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muses are “beautiful people”. they are role models who embody 

something more powerful than superficial beauty. Isabella 

Rossellini, unforgettable in front of peter lindbergh’s camera, 

will always be an image of love backed by calm strength and 

luminous timelessness. penelope Cruz, the actress of all 

emotions, who offers her fascinating sensuality to hollywood 

movies and art house films alike. Kate winslet, the friend, the 

confidante, all the more sublime because she has always refused 

the diktats of idealised and therefore unreal beauty. she also 

shows her commitment through the foundation that she created 

for autism. Julia Roberts, who, with la vie est belle, has become 

the spokeswoman of a philosophy of happiness. she undertakes 

this very philosophy in her own life, a balanced life centred on 

real things. she remains aware of the world around her. not to 

mention our young actresses Alma Jodorowsky and lily Collins, 

one french and the other American, two faces of youth who 

incarnate a very contemporary vision of lancôme femininity, 

each in her own way. they represent young women who take 

action and do things, women who are not just pretty to look at. 

It is very important that young women, who are in the midst of 

building their identity, have role models who are not superficial 

figures. our muses are exceptional women who, like lancôme, 

believe that beauty should be celebrated and not dictated. they 

believe that happiness is the most seductive form of beauty and 

that every woman has the right to it. In this way, they are very 

inspiring for other women.”

with 80 years of history under its belt, lancôme has become one 

of the world’s most respected brands. their message and vision 

of beauty celebrates the uniqueness and diversity of all women 

by offering an approach to femininity in which happiness and self-

confidence are the defining qualities of beauty. we congratulate 

this legendary brand for its milestone achievement, and wish it 

well for the next 80 years.   lindsay grubb

“Lancôme celebrates beauty of all 
backgrounds. Its ambassadors are all 

individual women whose beauty goes way 
beyond skin-deep.” Lupita Nyong’o Lancôme
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